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Free 31-Day Full System Trial Offer
The thing about software is that you can’t always see how it will work for you
until you are using it and can see the benefits.
At Avalon Software we also feel that without any configuration to suit your
business, access to a trial version for a month isn’t really going to be much
help either.
It is for this reason that we go one step further and provide you with a fully
configured live working copy of the Avalon Bookings Manager to run Free-of
Charge for 31 Days .
We will set up some basic data for you, such as your Hall, Rooms, etc. and hire
charges so that when you receive the trial CD you can commence using the
program as soon as you are ready. This will allow you not just to see our
software solution, but see how it will work for you, all with no obligation.
The data we create for you is done using standard system tools, which means
that you can easily amend any of the data we set up for you.
We strongly recommend that you use the trial software to process actual
bookings so that you can compare the Avalon Bookings Manager with your
present method of working.
If you decide to purchase the software, let us know before the end of the trial
period and we send you an invoice. On receipt of your payment you will be
issued with a permanent software activation key. Otherwise the software will
simply lapse at the end of the 31-Day period. Should you decide to purchase
the Avalon Bookings Manager at a later date, all the bookings and customer
data you have entered is retained.
The data we need is details of your hall, rooms and other facilities, your
standard charges or tariff and your contact details for bookings etc. We can
email you a form to help you with this if required.
If you would like more details of this service please send us your contact
details via our web site or telephone on 08454 30 33 33

